Abstract. In any bounded starlike Lipschitz domain, the harmonic functions whose boundary values are in BMO (the class of functions with bounded mean oscillation) of the boundary are shown to be characterized by the property that their Littlewood-Paley measures are Carleson measures. This result extends the analogous characterization found by the authors when the domain in question is a half-space.
1. Introduction and statement of the result. The purpose of this paper is to characterize, by means of certain Carleson measures, all harmonic functions in a Lipschitz domain which have boundary values with bounded mean oscillation. This work extends the 2-dimensional result in [6] , obtained with the aid of conformai mapping, and utilizes several results from Dahlberg's papers ([l] - [4] ). We acknowledge with pleasure the helpful conversations with Professor B. E. J. Dahlberg on this subject matter. Corresponding results for half-spaces were the precursors of this paper (see [5] and [6] ).
Let us fix our notation and definitions. D denotes a bounded domain in Rn+1 whose boundary 3D is a Lipschitz manifold of dimension n > 2. For a technical reason explained below, we shall assume that D is star-shaped with respect to some point P0 E D. Throughout the paper, P will denote points inside D while Q denotes points on 3D. The letter C will denote various positive constants depending only on the Lipschitz character and on the dimension of dD. 
is finite, we say that / has bounded mean oscillation on 3D (with respect to surface measure) and we write/ G BMO(3D), or BMO(3£>, da) if necessary.
For each P E D, we let wP denote the harmonic measure evaluated at P. It is well known that each uP is a probability measure on 3/) and is absolutely continuous with respect to da. Hence, With each harmonic function u in D we associate the (Littlewood-Paley) measure ju given by dv(P)=\Vu(P)\2p(P)dP (4) where p(P) is the distance from P to dD and dP is the (« + l)-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Definition. The linear space of all harmonic functions u in D such that, for every surface ball B, [U]B = o(firV[n*)] = «(*)"7 dp(p)
is denoted by HMO(£>) (see [5] and [6] ).
In other words, HMO(D) is the class of harmonic functions whose Littlewood-Paley measures are also Carleson measures in D. Our main result is as follows.
Theorem. A function u is in HMO(Z)) if and only if u = 9(f) for some f E BMO(D). Moreover, \{f\\, «|MU*-The proof of this result depends on the lemma below. In the proof of the lemma, we use an estimate from [7] which requires that D be star-shaped. This geometric restriction appears nowhere else in our paper.
From now on, B = Bs is a surface ball of radius 8, B* is its concentric double, and Z denotes the center point of the tube T(B).
Lemma. There exists a constant C > 0 independent of 8 such that, for all f E BMO(3Z)),
Proof. Letting w = up, the harmonic measures of D evaluated at the star-center P0, we set fao = u{B*yi( fdu. 2. Proof of the theorem. We begin with the necessity part of the statement.
The condition u G HMO(D) implies the finiteness of the integral jD\Vu(P)\2p(P) dP. By a result of Dahlberg [3, p. 4] , we have the estimate / {N[u -u(P0)](Q)}2 da < C0f\Vu(P)\2p(P)dP (7) for any fixed P0 E D, where A/[] denotes the nontangential maximal opera-tor. It follows then that u has nontangential limits f(Q) for a.e. Q E dD (see [1] and also [7] ). Moreover,/ G L2(dD) and (see [2] ) u = 9(f).
On the other hand, with D replaced by a tube T(B) and with P0 = Z, the center of T(B), a dilation shows that the constant C0 in (7) is independent of the point Z. Hence, we have
<C[ \Vu(P)\2p(P)dP. 
Considering separately the positive and negative parts of f2 and applying Harnacks's inequality to each of the corresponding positive harmonic functions we obtain the estimate \Vu2(P)\<Cp(Pyif \f2(Q)\K(P,Q)da(Q) JaD = cp(pyiv2(p).
Without loss of generality, we may assume that B is centered at the origin and that T(B) has local coordinates (x, t), with t > tp(x), and center Z = Comparison Theorem, on all of T(B) we can dominate G(5Z, P) by Gy(5£«)(5Z, p); the Green's function for the tube T(5B*) with pole at the point 5Z. Therefore, combining these estimates with (9), we conclude that |V«2(F)| < C\\f\\J"-lp(P)-1G7X5B.)(5Z,P)
for all P E T(B).
In view of (10), the quantity [u2]2B is dominated by
If we scale our variables x G R" and / G R by letting (x, t) = 8(x, t) and we set tps(x) = 8 ~ l<p(8x), then the previous expression becomes \\A\lf [Mi)+\t~-ys(ï)Y\8"->Gn5B.pZ;(8x,8Ï))}2dt~dx. 
